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screening, insecticides, and other generally accepted methods of insect control.

§ 1250.96 Rodent control.

Vessels shall be maintained free of rodent infestation through the use of traps, poisons, and other generally accepted methods of rodent control.
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Subpart A—General Provisions

§ 1270.1 Scope.

(a) The regulations in this part apply to human tissue and to establishments or persons engaged in the recovery, screening, testing, processing, storage, or distribution of human tissue.

(b) Regulations in this chapter as they apply to drugs, biologics, devices, or other FDA-regulated commodities do not apply to human tissue, except as specified in this part.

(c) Regulations in this chapter do not apply to autologous human tissue.

(d) Regulations in this chapter do not apply to hospitals or other clinical facilities that receive and store human tissue only for transplantation within the same facility.

§ 1270.3 Definitions.

(a) Act for the purpose of this part means the Public Health Service Act, section 361 (42 U.S.C. 264).

(b) Blood component means any part of a single-donor unit of blood separated by physical or mechanical means.

(c) Colloid means a protein or polysaccharide solution that can be used to increase or maintain osmotic (oncotie) pressure in the intravascular compartment such as albumin, dextran, hetastarch; or certain blood components, such as plasma and platelets.

(d) Contract services are those functions pertaining to the recovery, screening, testing, processing, storage, or distribution of human tissue that another establishment agrees to perform for a tissue establishment.

(e) Crystalloid means a balanced salt and/or glucose solution used for electrolyte replacement or to increase intravascular volume such as saline, Ringer’s lactate solution, or 5 percent dextrose in water.

(f) Distribution includes any transfer or shipment of human tissue (including importation or exportation), whether or not such transfer or shipment is entirely intrastate and whether or not possession of the tissue is taken.

(g) Donor means a human being, living or dead, who is the source of tissue for transplantation.

(h) Donor medical history interview means a documented dialogue with an individual or individuals who would be knowledgeable of the donor’s relevant medical history and social behavior; such as the donor if living, the next of kin, the nearest available relative, a member of the donor’s household, other individual with an affinity relationship, and/or the primary treating physician. The relevant social history includes questions to elicit whether or not the donor met certain descriptions or engaged in certain activities or behaviors considered to place such an individual at increased risk for HIV and hepatitis.

(i) Establishment means any facility under one management including all locations, that engages in the recovery,